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1. ADOPTION СГ TIE R3PCRT OF THE SUB-COMOTTEB

The СКА.ШШ.Н called on the Rapporteur to read the draft report. He suggested 

that the report should be read straight through and that if any member had a point 

to raise dur in... the reading it could then be taken up,

№  DüFCI'fT-T'JILLEï'HM' (Guatemala), Rapporteur, read the draft report as set out 

in document AlO/l/1»

The CHAIRM.N thanked the Rapporteur .f or the Report which so well reflected 

the various shades oí meaning that had arisen during discussions in the Committee 

end asked whether there were any comments*

îir GABEEES (Mow Zealand) suggested that on a small point of grammar the first 

two words of the paragraph on page 2 beginning "DECIDES" should read "DECIDES to 

maintain provisionally . . .

It was so agreed.

Mr CALDSRTfOCD (United States of America) suggested that on the same page in 

the paragraph beginning "ItJVITSS11, in the second line, the third last word should 

be "on" instead of "at".

It was so agreed.
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Mr CALDERWOOD (United States of America) referred to the last line of the 

suggested text of Rule 12 of the Rules of Procedure, and asked whether this meant 

merely that the decision should follow the receipt of the report or whether the 

decision had' to be basc-d on the substance of that report.

Mr ZARB, (Chief, Legal Office,) Secretary, said that the first interpretation 

suggested by the delegate from the United States was that which had been always 

followed,»

Mr PATERSON (United Kia_.do . of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) suggested 

that in the English text a comma should be inserted after "so decides" in the last 

line*

It was so agreed.

The SECRETARY thought that some small amendments which did not affect the 

substance might be made. Firstly, in the paragraph immediately before the 

paragraph numbered " I " ,  the last words should be omitted and the paragraph should 

simply read "The Sub-Committee then adopted its Agenda".

This was agreed.

The SECRETARY suggested that in paragraph (c) Rule 12, the word "unanimously11 

sho’uld be deleted, since in other parts of the report, no such qualification was 

used. The normal custom was to set out the voting only when the Subcommittee 

so requested.
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The S3CR3TARY sug'osted ti at in the French version oí the aaoadod Rule 12 

the words "mondiale de le santé" were superfluous and should, be deleted because, 

in the preamble to the Rules, it was- stated that "Organization" referred to the 

"..'orId Health Organization,

- It was so agreed.

The Rapporteur»s suggestion to amend the opening paragraph of t* e report to 

road "The Lsual Sub-Comittoc hold tliree meetings" in order to include the meeting 

the..- in progress, was approved.

Decision! The re'port, as amended, wes adopted.

The c;i/v3RIi\N, before concluding the meeting, thanked the Rapporteur and the 

Secretariat and all those who had contributed to drawing up the report,

№  GE3RAERTS (Belgium) thought that before the meeting closed he should say 

on behalf of all present how much pleasure they had felt from the presence of 

Mr Harquot in the Chair, He reí erred particularly to the eloquence and substance 

of the speech with which the Chairman had opened the meeting on the previous evenin 

.He ".ras sure that all who had take:: pert in these proceedings would share his feelin

The meeting rose at 2.25 p. m.


